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Distinctive features of order-order type magnetic transitions 
due to the exchange-striction mechanism 
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A technique for computing the P- T phase diagrams of a two-sublattice magnetic substance is developed 
on the basis of the Bean-Rodbell exchange-striction model. It is shown that, under certain conditions, the 
Nhl temperature TN can be lower than the temperature at which the energy barrier separating the 
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phases disappears. In this case the ferromagnetic order should 
inductively set in near T, in the sample under investigation. The results of the calculations are confirmed 
by experiments on the magnetic transitions in manganese arsenide and certain alloys based on this 
compound. Some new varieties of P- T diagrams of magnetically ordered materials are predicted. 

PACS numbers: 75.30.K~ 

It has been experimentally established that ferro- 
magnetic ordering in a number of substances is replaced 
by antiferromagnetic ordering as the temperature is 

Such transitions a re  usually explained with 
the aid of Kittel's theoretical model, which is based 
on the fact that the exchange interaction, linearly vary- 
ing with the interatomic distance, changes sign a t  
definite, characteristic-for the given substance-dimen- 
sions of the crystal lattice. Although Kittel took only 
one exchange interaction into account in his work, he in 
fact assumed that there is a second, distance-inde- 
pendent interaction. 

Farre l  and ~eije$' l  took the second coordination 
sphere directly into account, but considered only the 
influence of the magnetic field on the equilibrium dis- 
tances, leaving out of consideration the problems con- 
nected with the change of sign of one of the exchange in- 
teractions. The calculations in Pal's paperE7' a re  
closest to the real situation, but they were carried out 
under the assumption that the sublattice magnetization 
does not change when the ferromagnetic (FM) order is 
replaced by the antiferromagnetic (AF) order. 

As applied to FeRh, which was considered inc7', the 
above-cited assumption can be considered to be justi- 
fied. But for a stronger dependence. of the exchange 
interaction on the interatomic distance, the Curie, T,, 

o r  r gel, TN, temperatures turn out to be different. Then 
the AF -FM transition temperature can be close to TN, 
and the jump occurring in the sublattice magnetization 
a t  the time of the transition will be large. This effect 
has a lesser  influence in the inverse FM-AF transition. 
On the whole then, the P - T phase diagram should 
change substantially. 

In the experimental investigation of the magnetic 
transitions we encountered in some alloys precisely 
such a change in the phase diagrams which support the 
applicability of the above-described approach. Since, 
in analyzing the results, we found it possible to predict 
several types of phase diagrams, including FM-AF 
transitions, i t  seems to u s  expedient to generalize the 
results obtained, which is done in the present paper. 

THE THEORETICAL MODEL 

The model is based on the assumption that the ex- 
change interaction in both the first ,  J,, and second, 
J,, coordination spheres depends on the specific volume 
V. Following Bean and Rodbell's paper, CB1 in which an 
exchange-striction mechanism of phase transitions is 
developed, we shall assume the dependences J,(V) and 
J,(v) to be linear. 

Let the relative disposition of the indicated curves 
be determined by the parameters indicated in Fig. 1. 
Let us  also introduce the coefficient n = W,/~V: BJ,/BV. 
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Combining (4) and (5), we obtain 

FIG. 1. The dependences, used in the theoretical model, of 
the exchange interactions on volume. Vo corresponds to 
T =  0; the FM-AF transition is observed in the vicinity of Vc. 

Then in the absence of a magnetic field and for  the spin 
number j =$, the thermodynamic potential of a two- 
sublattice magnetic substance can be written in the foi- 
lowing form: 

where N i s  the concentration of the magnetic ions; A 
= Jl(Vo) = kTo; B i s  a parameter that takes account in 
the theory of the slope of Jl(V); cp is the angle between 
the sublattice magnetization vectors; P is the pressure; 
T i s  the temperature; K i s  the compressibility; k is the 
Boltzmann constant; and y is the relative magnetization 
of the sublattices. 

The first  two terms in (1) take account of the ex- 
change energy in the f i rs t  and second coordination 
spheres; the third term, the elastic energy that ar ises  
when the volume i s  changed. The contribution of en- 
tropy splits into two parts connected with the spin sys- 
tem and the crystal lattice. The last term takes ac- 
count of the effect of pressure. 

In the molecular-field approximation, and for j = i, 
the entropy Sf can be written in the following form: 

To compute the entropy of the crystal lattice, we can 
use the relationCB1 

where a = V - ~ ( B V / B T ) ~  is the coefficient of thermal ex- 
pansion. Minimizing (1) with respect to the magnetiza- 
tion, we can derive the temperature dependence of the 
sublattice magnetization in the implicit form: 

T ( l - R  cos q )  y+$yAV/V, 
-= 
TO Ar th y 

Since AV/V,, in (4) is a function of pressure, the mag- 
netization, and the angle q, before using this expres- 
sion for computational purposes, we should determine 
the equilibrium value of the volume. This can easily 
be done by solving the equation B G / B v =  0. The calcu- 
lation leads to the following value: 

AV/Vo='/2AKP ( I f  n cos q )  y2-PK+aT. (5) 

T [ I - R  cos (c-PK$ (n cos q+i )  ] f1/ .qo(n cop q + l ) Z y z  
-= 
To y- 'Arth y-a$T,(ncos ( ~ f  1) (6) 

where 

The analysis of (6) enables u s  to establish the fact 
that the transitions connected with disordering can be 
transitions of first  o r  second order. Decisive in this 
case i s  the magnitude of the parameter 

[ I -a$Ta(ncos  q + l )  I ( n  cos r p + I ) '  
'=" I-R cos cp-PKP (ncos q t l )  

If q > 1, then the FM-PM and AF-PM transitions 
( P M  represents the paramagnetic phase) a r e  of first  o r -  
ler .  Second-order transitions will be realized in the 
case when the inverse inequality obtains. 

Let us  note some more results that follow from the 
analysis of (8). 

1. The parameters q for the ferromagnetic and anti- 
ferromagnetic phases a r e  different. For  ?z > 1 the value 
of E,,, a s  a rule, significantly exceeds q,,,. 

2. The characters of the FM-PM and AF-PM tran- 
sitions a re  affected differently by pressure. It can 
easily be verified that pressure increases q,, in a fer-  
romagnet with p > 0, i. e. ,  it facilitates the occurrence 
of a first-order phase transition. Such an unequivocal 
conclusion cannot be drawn in the case of an antifer- 
romagnetic material. 

3. For  the purpose of comparison of the P-T phase 
diagrams of different magnetically ordered materials, 
it is convenient to introduce the critical pressures 
P,, and PA,, which a r e  computed from the condition 
q = 1.0. The computations lead to the following expres- 
sions: 

4. Substances for which q = 0 form a special group. 
In these substances phase transitions of the order-dis- 
order type will be second-order transitions at any pres- 
sure,  and the transition temperatures should not depend 
on pressure. It follows from (8) that such a situation 
can be realized in a ferromagnet with n = - 1 and in an 
antiferromagnet with n = 1. It is possible that the con- 
stancy in iron of the Curie temperature in a wide pres- 
sure  range precisely indicates the fulfillment of the 
condition n = - 1. 

The main consequence of the marked dependence of 
the exchange interaction on volume and, hence, of the 
substantial magnitude of q is the appearance of broad 
thermal- and pressure-hysteresis regions. This cir-  
cumstance leads to a situation in which the relation be- 
tween T, and T, is no longer a criterion for stability of 
one o r  the other ordered phase. To solve the problem 
of phase stability, we must resort to minimization of the 
thermodynamic potential with respect to the angle cp. 
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FIG. 2.  Generalized P-T phase diagram of a two-sublattice 
magnetic substance. 

TABLE I. Characteristic points of the P-T phase diagram'of 
two-sublattice magnetic substances. 

The characteristic cpvalues corresponding to the ex- 
tremal conditions a re  found from the equation 

ConvM- 
tional 
wmhol 

To the minimum of the energy corresponds only the 
condition sincp = 0. Thus, the model under consideration 
admits of only collinear solutions: cp = O  and cp =n. The 
stability region for these phases is determined by the 
inequality a 2 ~  /ag2 < 0, the FM-AF transition bound- 
ar ies  being themselves determined from the condition 
a2~/acp2 = 0. 

ay* e x p ~ e ~ ~ ~  1 Analytic expression 
svmbol 

Analysis of (6) and (8) enables u s  to determine other 
characteristic points of the phase diagram. We shall, 
however, omit the computations and tabulate the results. 
Figure 2 illustrates the conventional symbols used in 
Table I. 

In Fig. 2 all the phase-transition boundaries a re  de- 
picted a s  lines. This is somewhat inaccurate, since, 
in fact, only the boundaries T, -P and T, - P(, are  
linear. As to the boundaries of the FM-AF transitions 
in the region P,,P and the AF - PM transitions in the 
region P,,P;, they a re  nonlinear. It should be noted 
at the same time that the characteristic-point values 
given in Table I were determined rigorously. 

In order to avoid the indicated inaccuracies, we must 
solve the corresponding self-consistent problems, since 
the sublattice magnetization is a function of T and P dur- 
ing the transition. In Fig. 3 the dashed lines a r e  lines 

FIG. 3. Calculated phase diagram of a two-sublattice mag- 
netic substance. The diagram was computed with the follow- 
ing values of the parameters: qo=0.24 ,  R = - 0 . 1 ,  n =  2.68, 
and apTO= 0.075.  

obtained by the approximate method. The solid lines in 
the figure correspond to rigorously determined phase- 
transition boundaries. It follows from Fig. 3 that the 
hysteresis of the FM- PM transitions gets distorted 
the most in the approximate (linear) phase diagrams. 
However, for a qualitative analysis of the magnetic 
transitions the linear phase diagrams a r e  entirely ap- 
plicable. 

To 
TN 

P,, 

PA, 

P C  
P", 

On the face of it, the presence of four parameters in 
the theory compels us  to be somewhat wary, However, 
fo r  a specific substance we can always find the transition 
temperatures T, and T, at atmospheric pressure, as 
well a s  their pressure dependences ~T, /BP and a ~ , / a P .  
These data a r e  entirely sufficient for the computation of 
all the parameters of the theory. 

The phase diagrams shown in Figs. 2 and 3 corre- 
spond to the condition T ' > TN. This, undoubtedly, is 
a particular case. In a real substance the relation be- 
tween the parameters can be such that the inverse con- 
dition T ' >  T, will be fulfilled. This, in fact, was as- 
sumed in all the early papers. It was assumed that the 
AF - FM transitions should occur on the line correspond- 
ing to the disappearance of the barr ier  between these 
states. We especially draw attention to the fact that 
the Nee1 temperature can be lower than the tempera- 
ture at which the energy barr ier  separating the AF and 
FM phases disappears. Since the AF phase cannot be 
maintained above T,, but T, > T,, the ferromagnetic 
order is forcibly established in the sample. 

To( l  - R )  [ I -  a$To(n + I)]-I 

T o ( l  + R )  [ I  +a$To(n-1)1-' 
( ~ - R - - [ l - a B T o ( n + l ) l ' l o  

X (n  + lKP ( n  + 1 ) l - I  

(-- 1 - R + I 1  +aSTo(n - i ) l  *lo 
, ( 1 1  - 112) [ K $  (n - l ) ] -1  

( l - R ) [ R P @  i- 1)I-l 

L1--R+1/st)o(n+1)21 

In the following section we shall t ry  to demonstrate 
that such a situation is realized in some alloys pos- 
sessing the BBl-type hexagonal crystal lattice. 

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

p;V 

p k  

T" 
P' 
P" 

The question of the applicability of the exchange- 
striction mechanism to the analysis of magnetic transi- 
tions in alloys of the transition metals has in recent 
years attracted the attention of many investigators. 
Here the objects of investigation have more often than 
not been manganese arsenide and alloys based on it, 
substances in which a first-order FM - PM phase tran- 
sition is realized even at atmospheric and 
the P-T phase diagram is close to the diagram shown in 
Fig. 2. "'I3 Only the low-temperature part  of the phase 
diagram remained unstudied, since the carrying out of 
magnetic measurements under conditions of hydrostatic 
pressure a t  low temperatures meets with certain diffi- 
culties. Moreover, to determine the AF - FM transition 

- (1 + R )  [ E p  (n - I ) ] - 1  

- [ i  + R  + l ~ , q , ( ~ -  1 ) 2 ]  
x [Xi3 (n - I ) ] - a  

IRln f l lr*lo(n - 1 ) 1  [a$]-' 

IR/n - ' I s  ?O (n + i ) l  [abl-l 
[- R/n - 11, qo(n - l ) ]  [R$l-1 

[-- R I ~  + ' I S  'lo (n + 1)1 ~ l i e l - l  
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FIG. 4. Experimental phase diagram of manganese arsenide. 
The continuous curve corresponds to the boundary for span- 
taneous appearance of the FM phase, while the dashed curve 
corresponds to the boundary for the disappearance of this 
phase. o ) The results of the direct measurements; ) the 
results of the extrapolation of the dependences Hc(P). 

boundary, one should ca r ry  out the measurements with 
alternation of the measurement of the temperature and 
pressure, which has thus f a r  not been done. 

We have carried out similar measurements on man- 
ganese arsenide and on alloys obtained by the partial 
substitution of the Mn atoms in MnAs by T i  and Ni 
atoms. The magnetic properties were studied by the 
induction method in a high-pressure chamber. In this 
case in the high-pressure vessel were located: a 
microsolenoid that allowed the measurements to be 
carried out in both weak (- 100 Oe) and strong (up to 
270 kOe) pulsed magnetic fields, a system of differen- 
tially connected coils, in one of which the sample under 
investigation was located, and a pressure gauge. 

As the pressure-transmitting medium, we used 
especially pure benzene. which ensured the possibility 
of carrying out the magnetic measurements right down 
to a temperature of 140 K in regimes in which the tem- 
peratures were fixed and the pressure was continuously 

Her kOe 

, d 

FIG. 5. Variation of the critical field of manganese arsenide 
under the action of pressure at different temperatures: 1) 
for T =  137 K; 2) for 145 K; 3) for 153 K; 4) for 160 K; 5) for 
169 K; 6) for 177 K. 

P, kbar 

FIG. 6. Experimental phase diagram of the alloy 
Muq mTiqmAs. The conventional symbols are the same as in 
Fig. 4. 

varied. The use of an electronically controlled thermo- 
state enabled us to stabilize the temperature to within 
0.5 K. 

Figure 4 shows the phase diagram of manganese 
arsenide. The open circles in the figure correspond 
to the results of the direct measurements; the closed 
circles, the results obtained by the extrapolation 
method. The FM phase i s  always realized inside the 
region bounded by the continuous curve, while the PM 
and AF phases a r e  realized outside the region bounded 
by the dashed curve, the PM phase at T > T, and the 
AF phase at T < T,. In the intervening region that phase 
i s  maintained which was realized before the operating 
point moved into this region a s  a result of a change in 
temperature o r  pressure. However, if the initial phase 
in this region turns out to be the PM o r  AF phase, then 
the appearance of the FM phase can be induced under 
the action of a magnetic field H,. In Fig. 5 we show the 
pressure dependence of H,, measured at different tem- 
peratures on one of the investigated MnAs samples. 

Analysis of the curves H,(P) allows us  to draw three 
conclusions. 

a) The function H, (P) turns out to be linear in the en- 
t i re  pressure range. 

b) The extrapolation of the linear section of the Hc (P) 
curve to zero field allows the determination of the pres- 
sure a t  which the FM phase should ar ise  spontaneously. 

c)  In a comparable pressure range the phase-transi- 
tion boundaries found by direct measurements and by 
the extrapolation method agree well with each other. 

It appears that the foregoing justifies the above-de- 
scribed extrapolation procedure. We only need to add 
that this is the only way of obtaining the phase bound- 
a r i e s  in the region of negative pressures. 

Returning to Fig. 4, let us note that a kink in the 
AF - FM transition boundary in the phase diagram i s  
clearly visible a t  160 K. The fact that to this kink cor- 
responds atmospheric pressure i s  somewhat of an acci- 
dent. In Fig. 6 we show the phase diagrani for the al- 
loy Mno.B,T~.o,As, whose AF - FM transition boundary 
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FIG. 7. Calculated phase diagram of the "latent-ferromag- 
netism" type. The parametersusedare: q o =  1; R =  0.3; n =  2; 
@To= 0.1. 

also exhibits a kink, but now in the region of positive 
pressures. Thus, the experiments performed on man- 
ganese arsenide and on a number of alloys exhibit in the 
phase boundary in the P-T diagram a kink which, ac- 
cording to the theoretical model, should be observed in 
the case when the temperature T' is higher than the ~ 6 e l  
temperature. 

Comparing Figs. 6 and 4, we can easily notice that 
' 

the alloyage of manganese arsenide shifts, as it were, 
the coordinate origin in the phase diagram along the 
pressure axis. Such a shift becomes comprehensible 
if we take into account the fact that MnAs and TiAs a r e  
isostructural, but that the parameters of the crystal 
lattice and the volume of the unit cell of titanium a r -  
senide a r e  somewhat larger than the corresponding quan- 
tities for manganese arsenide. Such alloying should in- 
crease Vo, decrease the parameter R of the theory (see 
Fig. I), and shift the phase diagram to the right relative 
to the coordinate axes. The partial substitution of the 
As atoms in MnAs by Sb atoms should also lead to this, 
and indeed it does. The analysis of the results  of the 
study of the magnetic transitions in the alloys MnAsl,Sb, 
allowed us to establish the fact that, at least in the con- 
centration range 0 < x  s 0.09, the relation R = 0.10 - 5x 
is fulfilled. 

The effect of alloying with Co, Ni, and F e  on the de- 
formation of the phase diagram of manganese arsenide 
is opposite to the effect found for Ti. Such alloying de- 
creases Vo and leads to a shift of the diagram to the 
left relative to the coordinate axes. Since the kink in the 
AF - FM phase transition line then shifts toward the re-  
gion of negative pressures, we do not give these dia- 
grams here. 

It would be wrong to overestimate the role of the nu- 
merical agreement obtained with the aid of quite a crude 
model between the experimental and theoretical dia- 
grams. Nevertheless, we can state that the computed- 
on the basis of the experimental data-parameters of 
the theory allow us to sufficiently accurately compute 
the AF - FM transition boundary in the investigated 
samples. 

We should like to note another method of comparing 
the experimental results with the theoretical results 
without the use of the parameters of the theory. It 
follows from Table I that the slope of the low-tem- 
perature part  of the AF - FM transition boundary should 
be determined by the relation BT,/BP = K / C Y .  Using the 
following data: K=4.55 X lo-'' cm2/dyn and a =5.7 

FIG. 8. A new variant of the P-T phase diagram. The pa- 
rametersusedare: q o = l ;  R=O.3; 8 < 0 ; n = - 2 ; ~ I ~ I T ~  
= 0.1. 

x deg-', which a r e  typical of manganese arsenide, '" 
we obtain BT,/BP = 79.5 deg /kbar. It follows from Fig. 
4 that B T , / ~ P  = 70 deg/kbar. In this agreement should 
be seen another affirmation of the fact that the theoreti- 
cal model accurately describes the magnetic transitions 
observed in real magnetically ordered materials. 

CONCLUSION 

Thus far  we have considered only one particular case 
of phase diagrams, i. e. ,  the case corresponding to 
p > 0, n > 1.0, and R < 0 (Fig. 4). By varying the pa- 
rameters of the theory, we can obtain many varieties 
of phase diagrams. Let us indicate only two of them. 
Figure 7 shows a calculated phase diagram obtained 
for a se t  of parameters that differs from the set  used 
in Fig. 3 primarily in the sign of the parameter R But 
this led to the result that the FM phase should ar ise  in 
the region of negative pressures. Such phase diagrams 
have been experimentally observed. C131141 If we change 
the sign of p ,  then the diagram again undergoes a modi- 
fication (Fig. 8). Now the AF phase will ar ise  even a t  
atmospheric pressure and will be retained down to ab- 
solute zero and the AF-PM transition should become 
a first-order transition. On the other hand, the FM 
phase can be induced at low temperatures by a strong 
magnetic field. This induction will be irreversible. 

We can also identify other phase-diagram character- 
istics connected with other parameters of the theory. 
Therefore, a comprehensive investigation of the vari- 
eties of P-T diagrams theoretically predicted for mag- 
netically ordered materials should, in the final analysis, 
lead to the use of the exchange-striction mechanism as 
a method of studying the form of the dependence of the 
exchange interaction on the interatomic distance. 
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Theory of radiation from charged particles channeled in a 
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A new physical effect is theoretically predicted, namely intense spontaneous emission of y photons by 
relativistic channeled particles. The theory of this phenomenon is developed by the method of quantum 
electrodynamics and classical mechanics. Both approaches give practically the same results. In the 
quantum approach, the radiation is due to the transitions between different levels formed in the potential 
of the atomic planes and chains. At particle energies -0.1-10 GeV, the radiation is most intense in the 
band from 0.1 to several dozen MeV. Although the total radiation intensity is less than the 
bremsstrahlung intensity, the spectral density in the region of the maximum of the radiation can greatly 
exceed the bremsstrahlung density. The effective cross section for the photoabsorption on the nuclear 
transitions in this region is larger by several orders of magnitude for the radiation of the channeled 
particles than for the bremsstrahlung, thus uncovering, in principle, new possibilities in nuclear physics. It 
is shown than the radiation has several fundamental attributes that distinguish it from the ordinary types. 
The feasibility of observing this effect in experiment is discussed. 

PACS numbers: 61.80.Mk 

INTRODUCTION 

The channeling effect has been the subject of a large 
number of investigations (see, e. g., Gemmel's re-  
view). "' In this article we consider mainly channeling 
of light particles, positrons and electrons. According 
to Lindhard's predictionsc21 it  has turned out that with 
increasing energy the treatment of channeling by clas- 
sical mechanics becomes more and more correct. Cs-53 

The angular distributions and the different possible 
states of the particles were thoroughly measured and 
calculated. C6-11 

The behavior of relativistic positrons turned out to  be 
close to the behavior of protons, and to explain electron 
channeling along an atomic chain, the "reseton" model 
has been proposed. C12' The electron turns out in this 
case in a bound state in the potential well of the chain 
and moves around the chain. It was shown experimen- 
tallyc1s1 and t h e ~ r e t i c a l l ~ ' ' ~ '  that when positrons a re  
channeled the bremsstrahlung is substantially suppressed 
because the contribution of the short-range collisions 
decreases. At the same time, the bremsstrahlung in- 
creases in the case of electron channeling. '''] 

Kalashnikov et al. have shown that for nonrelativis- 
tic particles there is produced in the channel one level. 
In this case, naturally, radiation is then possible. A 
situation is possible, however, 'I5' in which the wave 

function of the particle entering the crystal differs from 
the ground state, s o  that radiation becomes possible by 
a transition to the ground state. Even earlier, Thomp- 

had suggested the possibility of stimulated emis- 
sion by protons in transitions to different states that a re  
formed in the channel. This stimulated emission, in 
Thompson's opinion, lies in the infrared region and is 
due to particle scattering by phonons. 

In this paper we consider a new type of radiation, 
which is possible when particles a r e  channeled. It is 
kn~wn''~' that a large number of levels is produced when 
the energy of the particles in a channel i s  increased. 
Spontaneous emission becomes possible, in principle, 
a s  a result of transitions between these levels. The 
relativistic electrons and positrons emit in this case 
hard y rays. The possible existence of this effect was 
proposed inCIB1. This effect can also be interpreted on 
the basis of classical mechanics. The radiation power 
in the frequency region in which i t  takes place, turns 
out to be unusually large, exceeding by approximately 
two orders of magnitude the bremsstrahlung and by 6- 
9 orders  of magnitude the radiation power of modern 
synchrotrons. 

In the construction of the theory, no account was taken 
of certain secondary processes, such a s  dechanneling 
(see, e. g., C19411 on this subject), the effect of the radi- 
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